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Abstract

Although guidelines for the treatment of nicotine dependence have been implemented in general hospital settings, treatment does not occur systematically in mental health hospitals. A number of barriers to treatment exist, including ambivalent staff attitudes, the prevalence of staff who smoke, a lack of education and training in nicotine dependence treatment, a lack of nicotine replacement therapy use and knowledge of referral options post discharge, and a lack of total smoking bans. Evidence from general hospital settings provides guidance on how to overcome these barriers. A first step is the implementation of total smoking bans. Further, evidence-based clinical practice guidelines and models of care need to be developed, melding the complexities of mental health and nicotine dependence treatment. Clinical systems in hospitals that support the provision of nicotine dependence treatment need to be enhanced. Finally, much more research on interventions is required to provide further evidence of what works.
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**Burden of illness and need for care**

For Australians with a mental illness, the smoking rate is at least double that for the general population, ranging from 36% among those with mental illness identified in general community surveys (Lawrence, Mitrou, & Zubrick, 2009) to 92% for those with psychosis and substance use diagnoses in mental health inpatient settings (Reichler, Baker, Lewin & Carr, 2001). It is estimated that 32% of current Australian smokers have a mental illness (Lawrence Mitrou, & Zubrick, 2009).

In Australia, an examination of hospital data has shown that people with mental illness have a 2.5 times higher mortality than the general population (Lawrence & Coghlan, 2002). Accordingly, the life expectancy of people with a mental illness is approximately 50 years for males and 59 years for females (Lawrence & Coghlan, 2002), relative to general population life expectancies of 77 years and 82 years respectively at that time (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2008). The higher mortality rate and lower life expectancy are primarily due to physical illnesses and disease rather than mental illnesses (Lawrence Mitrou, & Zubrick, 2009). While suicide and trauma are well-recognized causes of death among people with mental illness, it is the seventh highest cause of death, behind cancer, stroke, heart attack, respiratory system disease, other circulatory disease and other heart disease (Lawrence, Holman & Jablensky, 2001). A common contributor to these diseases is smoking (Thun & Henley, 2010).

The physical health concerns of those with mental illness have traditionally been overlooked both by researchers and clinicians (Lawrence & Kisely, 2010; Olivier, Lubman & Fraser, 2007; Williams, 2008; Ziedonis et al, 2008). It is only in recent years that attention has been drawn to the smoking-related morbidity and mortality experienced
by those with mental illness (Lawrence & Coghlan, 2001; McNeill, 2001; Williams, 2008).

There is evidence that smokers with mental illness are interested in quitting. In Australia, smokers with psychotic disorders have reported numerous quit attempts, ranging from 2-3 (Baker et al, 2007) to more than 10 previous attempts (Lawn, Pols & Barber, 2002). Community based studies from Australia (Moeller-Saxone, 2008; Ashton, Miller, Bowden & Bertossa, 2010) and the United States of America (USA) (Gallagher, Penn, Schindler & Layne, 2007) report clients are interested in quitting, and that tailored treatment can be effective in assisting those with mental illness to quit or to reduce their smoking. Interviews with community mental health clients indicated that most participants had tried to quit smoking in the past and all said that if they could quit ‘painlessly’, they would without hesitation (Lawn, Pols & Barber, 2002).

In a review of hospitalised patients (both patients with mental illness and those without), motivation to cease smoking and use of nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) while hospitalised were similar across both groups, however it was concluded that the low provision of post-discharge NRT may have contributed to the poor smoking cessation outcomes (Siru, Hulse, & Tait, 2009). A recent qualitative study showed that patients are receptive to nicotine dependence treatment in inpatient and community based services (Morris, Waxmonsky, May, & Giese, 2009).

Given the high smoking rates among people with mental illness, the prevalence of smoking-related morbidity and mortality, and this population group’s interest in quitting, opportunities for nicotine dependence treatment are needed. Nicotine dependence
treatment is defined as smoking status assessment, advice to quit, management of nicotine withdrawal symptoms (for example, use of NRT) in a smoke-free environment, and the offer of referral for continued treatment post discharge. Such treatment is needed if patients are placed in a mental health hospital which has a total smoking ban. In this instance, treatment is related to a forced abstinence from smoking, not a forced cessation attempt.

It has been suggested that mental health hospitals are an appropriate setting for treating nicotine dependence (Baker et al, 2006; el-Guebaly et al, 2002a; Hall & Prochaska, 2009; McDaniel, Stratton & Britain, 2009; Williams, 2008; Ziedonis, Williams & Smelson, 2003). This paper reviews what is known about the prevalence of nicotine dependence treatment in mental health hospital settings, the barriers to the provision of such treatment, and what interventions may be useful to increase the quality and quantity of such treatment in this setting.

**Nicotine dependence treatment in mental health hospitals**

*Mental health hospitals as a setting for the provision of nicotine dependence treatment*

The Framework Convention on Tobacco Control recommends diagnosis and treatment of tobacco dependence and provision of counselling services on cessation of tobacco use in all hospitals (World Health Organisation, 2005). Admission to a smoke-free mental health hospital is accepted by the majority of patients who smoke, particularly if nicotine dependence treatment is available (Prochaska, Fletcher, Hall & Hall, 2006). The majority
of patients also report that staff should encourage patients who smoke to quit or cut back (Dickens et al, 2005).

**Current provision of nicotine dependence treatment**

Limited research has been conducted within mental health hospitals to determine the prevalence of nicotine dependence treatment for inpatients. The results of these studies suggest mental health patients are rarely advised to quit smoking or provided with nicotine dependence treatment (Prochaska, Gill & Hall, 2004; Prochaska et al, 2006; Wye et al, 2009; Wye et al, 2010a). In a USA study reported in 2004, none of the smokers received a diagnosis of nicotine dependence or withdrawal (Prochaska, Gill, & Hall, 2004). NRT was prescribed for 56% of smokers, and 92% of these used the NRT (Prochaska, Gill, & Hall, 2004). Only one smoker was encouraged to quit smoking, referred for cessation treatment, or provided with NRT on discharge (Prochaska, Gill & Hall, 2004). In the second USA study, although NRT was sometimes provided, counselling or cessation advice was rare (Prochaska et al, 2006).

Similar results have been reported in Australia, from a survey of all mental health inpatient facilities (n=131) in NSW (Wye et al, 2009). One third of units reported that less than half of patients were assessed for smoking, and more than half of units only sometimes recommended NRT to patients who smoked. The absence of a systematic approach to care delivery was emphasised by around one third of respondents reporting practices that supported both the provision of cigarettes and the use of cigarettes in the clinical management of patient behaviour. The results of a medical record audit confirmed and strengthened the findings of the previous Australian study (Wye et al, 2010a). In a sample of 1000 records 42% of records indicated that the patient was a
smoker. Of those identified as a smoker, no records indicated that a diagnosis of nicotine dependence was recorded. Of those identified as a smoker, the provision of nicotine replacement therapy was recorded on only four of 420 medical records. The apparent lack of provision of recorded nicotine dependence treatment suggests that patients may have continued to smoke during their inpatient stay, may have suffered withdrawal needlessly, and may have had limited access to continuity of nicotine dependence treatment following their discharge.

**What are the barriers to treatment in mental health hospitals?**

Research has identified the following as key determinants of adopting clinical practice change to incorporate nicotine dependence treatment: lack of a smoke-free environment; an absence of clinical practice guidelines; an accepted culture of smoking; patient attitudes; staff attitudes; staff smoking; lack of staff knowledge and skills; and availability of pharmacotherapy.

*A lack of a smoke-free environment*

Few studies consider the barriers to the provision of nicotine dependence treatment in mental health hospitals. This is probably due to the realization that the first major barrier is changing the smoking environment (American Psychiatric Association, 1996; Ziedonis, Williams, & Smelson, 2003), and that by creating a smoke-free environment, steps can be put in place to ensure the provision of nicotine dependence treatment. Traditionally, smoking and nicotine dependence have been largely ignored in mental health hospitals (Steinberg et al, 2004; Williams & Ziedonis, 2004), and some have promoted smoking to manage patient behaviours (Dickens et al, 2004; Foulds, 1999; Lawn & Pols, 2003; Resnick & Bosworth, 1988; Stubbs et al, 2004; Wye et al, 2009).
Evidence suggests that where smoke-free environments are not enforced, nicotine dependence treatment is less likely to occur (Bloor, Meeson, & Crome, 2006; Campion et al, 2008; Wye et al, 2009). Such a finding further highlights the importance of a systematic approach to nicotine dependence treatment that involves smoking policies, total smoking bans and the implementation of adherence-gaining strategies to enhance clinician provision of smoking care. Many of the barriers to nicotine dependence treatment are the same barriers to the implementation of a total smoking ban – lack of leadership, lack of assistance for staff who smoke, lack of staff training, and lack of system and procedural changes to ensure provision of NRT (Lawn & Campion, 2010; Wye et al, 2010b; Ziedonis, Williams, & Smelson, 2003).

A lack of evidence-based guidelines

Clinical guidelines are systematically developed statements to assist decision-making regarding appropriate health care for specific clinical circumstances, and have increasingly become a familiar part of clinical practice. Unfortunately, evidence-based guidelines for nicotine dependence treatment in mental health hospitals do not exist in Australia. Further, a literature search and review of Guidelines International Network database failed to retrieve any existing guidelines internationally (Guidelines International Network, 2010). General nicotine dependence treatment guidelines describe five main elements of nicotine dependence treatment. These include: assessment of smoking status and level of nicotine dependence, advice to quit, provision of NRT, monitoring of withdrawal symptoms, and provision of NRT at discharge (Public Health Service Guideline Update Panel, Liaisons, and Staff, 2008; McRobbie et al, 2008; West, McNeill, & Raw, 2000). The absence of practice-based evidence of the prevalence and
outcomes of such treatment illustrates the need for further research before evidence-based guidelines can be developed for this setting.

*An accepted culture of smoking*

Smoking has played a significant role in the delivery of care in mental health hospitals, with cigarettes being viewed as an acceptable substitute for other addictions (Prochaska, 2010; Williams & Ziedonis, 2004). In addition, a focus on the concept of ‘self-medication’ and the individual rights to smoke have delayed addressing smoking in mental health settings (Prochaska, 2010; Ziedonis et al, 2008). The culture that supports smoking impedes progression to nicotine dependence treatment (McChargue, Gulliver & Hitsman, 2002; Williams & Ziedonis, 2004; Wye et al, 2009; Wye et al, 2010c).

Smoking serves as a social activity for many with mental illness (Williams & Ziedonis, 2004). Because of this high reliance on smoking for social interaction, it has been reported that non-smoking patients admitted for treatment in mental health hospitals are at risk of becoming smokers while inpatients (Lawn & Condon, 2006; Lawn & Pols, 2003; Wye et al, 2009). There is also evidence that light to moderate smokers increase their smoking (Keizer & Eytan, 2005). A history of condoning smoking in mental health hospitals will require significant system change and management leadership to overcome these barriers to treatment (Lawn & Condon, 2006; Lawn & Pols, 2003; Lawn & Campion, 2010).

*Client attitudes*

Research suggests patients are comfortable with the social norm of smoking in mental health hospitals, and have not been exposed to nicotine dependence treatment in the past.
The results of a focus group of community clients with mental illness highlighted the role of health services in supporting a smoking environment and patient passivity and helplessness rather than encouraging a holistic, self-care approach to health (Lucksted, Dixon & Sembly, 2000). Participants reported that health professionals and carers often stated “enjoy your cigarettes, it’s the only thing you have…” (Lucksted, Dixon & Sembly, 2000, p.1546). A survey of mental health outpatients’ attitudes found that participants were aware that increased restrictions on smoking in mental health hospitals would occur, and were concerned that little assistance to quit would be offered (Green & Clarke, 2005).

In Australia, one study has considered mental health patient views regarding smoking. Semi-structured open-ended interviews strongly conveyed a feeling of safety, reassurance, and predictability that came with having an assured supply of cigarettes (Lawn, Pols & Barber, 2002). Several participants, regardless of their diagnosis, said that the most comforting times in hospital were when their nurse spent time with them having a cigarette (Lawn, Pols & Barber, 2002). It is suggested that effort will be required to re-educate patients regarding their ability to quit, with a minimum care requirement of support to assist them to abstain from smoking during an inpatient stay (Woods & Jaen, 2010).

Staff attitudes

Despite the obvious health benefits associated with total smoking bans, there is still hospital staff resistance to their implementation (Campion et al, 2008). The view that those with mental illness need to smoke to alleviate symptoms of their mental illness may have discouraged efforts in mental health treatment settings to promote nicotine dependence treatment (Ziedonis et al, 2008). Research suggests that clinicians have held
the view that persons with mental illness are not able or willing to quit (el-Guebaly et al 2002a), and therefore clinicians have tended to support and accept smoking habits (Lawn, Pols & Barber, 2002; Ziedonis, Kosten, Glazer, & Frances, 1994).

In the United Kingdom (UK), prior to legislation for total smoking bans in mental health hospitals, similar results were found (Jochelson & Majrowski, 2006). Hospital staff responded that smoking is used to develop rapport with patients, to offer comfort and support, and to manage threatening behaviour (Jochelson & Majrowski, 2006). In another UK survey of mental health hospital staff, the majority of staff believed that they should be allowed to smoke with patients, and that smoking had a therapeutic role (Stubbs, Haw, & Garner, 2004). Almost all (93%) believed that patients’ mental health would deteriorate without access to cigarettes (Stubbs, Haw, & Garner 2004). Since the introduction of total smoking bans, a survey of staff views revealed that 65% of participants saw smoking as an important coping mechanism for many patients, helping them to deal with their mental illness (Ratschen et al, 2009a).

Other studies have elicited opposing views towards total smoking bans, based on role. Prior to the UK legislation banning smoking in mental health hospitals, a survey of mental health nurse attitudes indicated these staff view smoking as an acceptable part of the culture of mental health hospitals (Dickens, Stubbs, & Haw, 2004). Nurses were more likely to state that smoking with patients was therapeutic compared to medical staff (Dickens, Stubbs, & Haw, 2004), and almost a quarter of nurses thought that cigarettes should be handed out to patients as part of therapy, whereas no medical staff held this view (Stubbs, Haw, & Garner, 2004).
A comparison of staff attitudes to smoking-free policy between mental health and general health care settings elicited similar results. Using a large sample (N = 2574), mental health staff in the UK were significantly less supportive of total smoking bans compared to their general health care counterparts (McNally et al., 2006). There was also evidence that medical staff were more supportive of total smoking bans compared to nurses and other allied health professionals (McNally et al., 2006). These differences in attitudes may impact on staff behaviours, as suggested in a study where nurses were less effective at enforcing total smoking bans and less likely to quit smoking compared to medical staff (Stillman, Hantula, & Swank, 1994).

Similar findings have been reported in Australian mental health hospitals (Campion et al., 2008; Lawn, Pols & Barber, 2002; Wye et al., 2010c). In Australia, staff attitudes and perceptions towards total smoking bans have proven critical to policy success. A recent trial to implement a total smoking ban in Queensland resulted in failure, emphasizing the critical importance of staff perceptions and preparation, including appropriate training, ensuring staff consistency and developing alternatives to former smoking-related activities (Campion et al., 2008). Survey results of nurse unit managers in NSW indicated strong support for providing nicotine dependence treatment, however this support appeared to be dependent on patient readiness to quit, suggesting that where nicotine dependence treatment is provided, it may be on a selective basis according to patient wish, rather than as a routine component of clinical care (Wye et al., 2010c). Specifically, despite nearly three quarters of nurse managers reporting that nicotine dependence treatment should be an integral function of their unit, over half viewed patient request or perceived receptivity to such care as an important determinant of its provision. The importance of such a view in terms of its potential to impact care provision is illustrated
by the further finding that 69% of respondents perceived that patients who are smokers are not interested in giving up smoking. In the context of such views it is not surprising that the observed levels of nicotine dependence treatment provision were less than optimal.

These studies highlight the importance of clinical leadership as a factor that influences the likelihood of nicotine dependence treatment being provided. The finding that manager perceptions are an important determinant of nicotine dependence treatment provision (Wye et al, 2010c) supports research conducted by Lawn and Campion (2010) showing that education and training of managers in taking a lead role in the provision of nicotine dependence treatment is an important element in increasing levels of such care.

Staff smoking

Internationally, studies suggest that the number of mental health hospital staff who are smokers ranges from 25 – 48% (Bloor, Meeson, & Crome, 2006; Melamed, Peres, Gelkopf, Noam, & Bleich, 2007; Ratschen et al, 2009a). To address these high levels of staff smoking, the importance of services providing assistance to staff to address their smoking has been noted – either cessation assistance, or assistance to abstain from smoking while working (Ziedonis, Williams, & Smelson, 2003).

Evidence suggests that staff who smoke consistently underestimate the health consequences of smoking (Bobo & Davis 1993; Hurt, Croghan, Offord, Eberman, & Morse, 1995; Willaing & Ladelund, 2004; Williams et al, 2005). A small survey of mental health staff in the UK found that never smokers were more likely to support a total smoking ban compared to former smokers and current smokers (Bloor, Meeson, &
Crome, 2006). It is suggested that staff compliance with smoke-free policies is more likely to occur where managers are supportive of the difficulties experienced by staff who smoke (Keegan, 1996; Lawn & Campion, 2010). Unfortunately, nursing staff may be more reticent to support such policies compared to medical staff, given their greater propensity to pro-smoking views (Dickens, Stubbs, & Haw, 2004; Stubbs, Haw, & Garner, 2004), and higher prevalence of smoking (Bloor, Meeson, & Crome, 2006; McKenna et al, 2001; Willaing & Ladelund, 2004).

*Lack of staff knowledge and skills*

Staff training is a necessary and an important first step to address attitudes, skills, and knowledge (Lancaster, Silagy & Fowler, 2000; Wye et al, 2009; Wye et al, 2010b; Wye et al, 2010c; Ziedonis, Guydish, Williams, Steinberg, & Foulds, 2006). Research suggests that regular and varied training opportunities are required. A UK survey of mental health staff working in hospitals with total smoking bans found that although over half (54%) had received training, staff were ill-equipped to deal with patient nicotine withdrawal, forced abstinence in a non-smoking environment, and patient smoking cessation (Ratschen et al, 2009b). The results suggested that respondents – regardless of profession – lacked knowledge and skills regarding nicotine dependence, its prevalence, the associated health risks, and recommended treatment in relation with mental illness (Ratschen et al, 2009b). Further, the majority of medical staff were unaware of the inter-relationships between tobacco smoke and certain antipsychotic drugs (Ratschen et al, 2009b). Unfortunately, the existence of efficacious, evidence-based nicotine dependence treatment and training does not, in itself, guarantee that they will be properly implemented (McNeill, 2001). The delivery of effective nicotine dependence treatment requires that the rights of smokers to treatment are recognized (McNeill, 2001).
Provision of pharmacotherapy

Despite identified barriers to providing nicotine dependence treatment, failing to do so results in unnecessary harm to patients. If nicotine withdrawal is not properly recognized and treated, withdrawal-induced increases in anxiety, depression, insomnia, irritability and restlessness may result (Hughes, 1993). Smoking also increases the rate at which many widely used psychiatric medications are metabolized (Zevin & Benowitz, 1999). Such medications include clozapine, diazepam, haloperidol, and olanzapine (Brownlowe & Sola, 2008; Faber & Fuhr 2004; Jann et al, 1986).

When patients stop smoking, staff need to review prescribed drug regimens and adjust or monitor drugs whose metabolism is affected by smoking cessation (Schaffer, Yoon & Zadenzensky, 2009). This is particularly important for patients who abruptly stop smoking due to admission to a smoke-free hospital and for patients who are likely to be taking multiple medications (Hughes, 1993; Schaffer, Yoon & Zadenzensky, 2009).

As is the case in general hospital settings (Freund et al, 2009), a lack of NRT available in the hospital setting is a barrier to treatment (Ziedonis, Williams, & Smelson, 2003). As most of the research has been conducted around the implementation of total smoking bans, very little research has occurred regarding availability of NRT.

Where to from here?

Recommendations for system changes to support nicotine dependence treatment have been proffered, including: a strong leadership group, assistance for staff who smoke, staff training, system and procedural changes to ensure provision of NRT, and referral
processes (Wye et al, 2009; Ziedonis, Williams & Smelson, 2003). Descriptive studies highlight the need to address barriers to nicotine dependence treatment both through intervention at the level of individual practitioners but also through policy and infrastructure change at the system level (Morris et al, 2009).

A meta-analysis undertaken by Freund et al (2009) reviewed interventions to increase the provision of nicotine dependence treatment in hospitals. The majority of studies used reminders and system change strategies (Freund et al, 2009). This review could not conclude which particular strategies or combination of strategies is important in increasing nicotine dependence treatment in hospitals, however a multi-strategic approach was deemed appropriate (Freund et al, 2009). Clearly, the development of guidelines alone is not sufficient to create and sustain clinical practice change and greater emphasis on guideline implementation is required (Grol, Wensing, & Eccles, 2005), and system change to support new practices (Public Health Service Guideline Update Panel, Liaisons, and Staff, 2008; Freund et al, 2009).

A number of key considerations are necessary to provide practical steps forward and to determine future research priorities.

*What do patients want, and will it work?*

Research is required to determine patient views on nicotine dependence treatment. What is acceptable to them? Who would be best to provide such care? What support is needed? In addition, subsidised NRT may be useful for this population group. Much more research is required to ascertain the acceptability and effectiveness of nicotine dependence treatment for smokers with mental illness. What are the effects of nicotine dependence
treatment on concurrent substance use and mental health? Do all patients receive the same quality of care? No studies have reported the effectiveness of such practice change strategies in increasing clinician provision of smoking cessation care to mental health patients.

Development and adoption of treatment guidelines

Unfortunately, current treatment guidelines are not based on a systematic review of the literature. However, two small reviews concluded that treatments that work in the general population work for those with severe mental illness and appear approximately equally effective (Kisely & Campbell, 2008; Banham & Gilbody, 2010). As so few studies have been undertaken, existing treatment guidelines are drawn from the general health system and do not take into consideration the heavy reliance on smoking by both patients and staff in mental health settings. What is needed is a comprehensive review of the literature and specific guidelines developed for treating nicotine dependent patients in mental health hospitals.

Before such evidence-based guidelines can be developed however, more ‘practice-based evidence’ is required (Green, 2006; Green, Glasgow, Atkins, & Stange, 2009). Very little research has reported on the provision of nicotine dependence treatment in mental health hospitals, identifying practice procedures, levels of NRT usage or patient outcomes (Prochaska, Gill, & Hall, 2004; Prochaska, Fletcher, Hall, & Hall, 2006; Wye et al, 2009; Wye et al, 2010a). Very few studies have reported on the provision of nicotine dependence treatment for clients with mental illness in a natural treatment setting (Evins & Goff, 2008; Loudenburg & Leonardson, 2003; Wye et al, 2009; Wye et al 2010a). To move forward studies that can readily be implemented into natural treatment settings are
needed, rather than a reliance on clinical trials that do not translate into feasible or effective interventions (Green, Glasgow, Atkins, & Stange, 2009).

**Resourced implementation and evaluation of guidelines**

What is required is an organisational commitment to improving the health of mental health clients. This commitment will need to manifest itself as total smoking bans in mental health hospitals and adequate implementation of treatment guidelines. To do so will entail considerable system change, leadership and staff support in terms of education and training (Public Health Service Guideline Update Panel, Liaisons, and Staff, 2008; Freund et al, 2009; Lawn & Campion, 2010; Wye et al, 2009). A long lead time for planning, consultation, and implementation is required (Lawn & Campion, 2010). Once implemented, monitoring, evaluation and feedback is necessary to sustain positive changes (Public Health Service Guideline Update Panel, Liaisons, and Staff, 2008; Freund et al, 2009).

In addition, there is a growing body of evidence to indicate that total smoking bans can be successfully implemented in psychiatric hospitals (Cormac et al, 2010; el-Guebaly et al, 2002b; Etter, Khan & Etter, 2008; Lawn & Pols, 2005). There is a clear need to more effectively communicate to staff the evidence that consistently applied smoking bans do not increase patient aggression (Lawn & Pols, 2005), the benefits of smoking bans in aiding the delivery of nicotine dependence treatment, and the benefits of both smoking bans and such treatment in aiding patients to stop smoking (el-Guebaly et al, 2002b). The successful implementation of such bans in this setting is of particular importance as mental health treatment settings remain the only sector of health care that
have failed to implement total smoking bans and systematically offer nicotine dependence treatment to patients (Williams, 2008).

*Maintenance of clinical practice change*

There is need for a paradigm shift for a sustainable change in culture and clinical practices. Nicotine dependence treatment may be increased in these settings through encouraging practitioners to view nicotine dependence treatment as in line with the curative approach to care they are familiar with. This approach would see nicotine dependence as a chronic condition, requiring detection and treatment (Fiore et al, 2000). Together with the support of organizational and system changes, this approach may lead to a health service conducive to the routine provision of nicotine dependence treatment.

More can be done outside the hospital setting. Linkage with community and primary care support would benefit patients by offering continuity of care for quit attempts after discharge (Prochaska, Fletcher, Hall, & Hall, 2006; Lawrence & Kisely, 2010). Without such follow-up, smoking resumes as normal post-discharge (Prochaska, Fletcher, Hall, & Hall, 2006). This would also help with the process of change to normalising nicotine dependence treatment, and de-normalising smoking for those with mental illness (Lawn, 2004).

Evaluation studies are required to determine the impact of system-based strategies in not only terms of changing clinical behaviour, but also the sustainability of such a change. Long-term follow-up is required to determine if behaviour change is sustained across all patient groups, and the impact on other mental and physical health outcomes. For this population group, smoking reduction may be a significant positive change.
Conclusions

A number of assumptions, now increasingly discredited by research evidence, such that people with mental illness are not interested or motivated or able to quit smoking, have contributed to nicotine dependence treatment for this population group being ignored (Ziedonis, Kosten, Glazer, & Frances, 1994). Unless these barriers to care are overcome, clients of mental health services, the majority of whom are smokers, will continue to be underserved in terms of receiving appropriate care. Clearly, if people with mental illness are to be encouraged to quit or reduce their smoking, the best possible treatment should be offered. Inpatient facilities going smoke-free, and hence ‘forced abstinence’ with some supportive strategies being implemented within units, provides a valuable opportunity to provide nicotine dependence treatment. Guidelines for the implementation of total smoking bans in mental health hospitals have been developed and are ready for implementation. All that is required is a health system that is willing and able to provide appropriate support.
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